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Abstract
We studythe asymptoticbehaviourof theperturbativeseriesin theheavyquarkeffectivetheory
(HQET) usingthe 1 /Nf expansion.We find that this theorysuffersfrom anultraviolet renormalon
problem,correspondingto a non-Borel-summablebehaviourof perturbationseriesin largeorders,
andleadingto a principal nonperturbativeambiguity in its definition. This ambiguity is relatedto
an infrared renormalonin thepole massand can be understoodas the necessityto include the
residualmassterm Smin the definition of HQET, whichmustbe consideredas ambiguous(and
possibly complex),and is requiredto cancelthe ultraviolet renormalonsingularity generatedby
the perturbative expansion.The formal statusof ôm is thus identical to that of condensatesin
the conventionalshort-distance xpansionof correlationfunctionsin QCD. Thestatusof the pole
massof a heavyquark, the operatorproductexpansionfor inclusive decays,andQCD sum rules
in the HQETarediscussedin this context.
1. Introduction
The pastfew yearshavewitnessedconsiderableprogressin understandingthedecays
of hadronscontaininga singleheavyquark in thekinematicalregime, wheretheheavy
quark is almost on-shell. This progresshas mainly beenachievedthroughthe imple-
mentationof an effective field theory, which eliminatestheheavyquark as adynamical
degreeof freedom 1—31. In the infinite mass limit, theeffective theoryunravelsnew
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symmetriesof QCD [4], while providing a systematicapproachto treatcorrectionsto
this limit, which are suppressedby inversepowers of the heavy quark mass mQ. The
numberof independentform factors governingthe decaysof heavy hadronsis greatly
reducedby thesesymmetries,which allows us to relatethe width andspectraof various
decays.A peculiarpropertyof heavyquarkeffectivetheory (HQET) is that each effec-
tive quark field is labelledby the velocity four-vectorv~of the heavyquark, which is
conservedby the stronginteractionsin the limit of an infinitely heavyquark. Deepcon-
nectionshavebeenpointedout [5] betweenHQET and the dynamicsof Wilson loops
[6—il], related to the infraredbehaviourof perturbativeQCD and the factorizationof
soft divergences.
Given theimportanceof HQET for differentbranchesof phenomenology,it is instruc-
tive to investigateits statusas a quantumfield theory. Thus the leading-ordereffective
Lagrangian,
jeff = h~ivDh~+ £~1ight, (1.1)
where v labels the velocity of the heavyquark and £ljght denotesthe Lagrangianfor
the light degreesof freedom,has beenproven to be renormalizableto all orders in
perturbationtheory [12] (seealso Refs. [7—11]). The main objectiveof this paperis
to investigatethe nonperturbativepropertiesof the theorydefinedby theLagrangianin
Eq. (1.1), which show up in the asymptoticbehaviourof perturbationtheory. To this
purposewe studythe structureof singularitiesof correlationfunctions in HQET in the
complex planeof theBorel transformwith respectto the strongcoupling,an approach
that has beenpioneeredin Ref. [131 in its application to QCD. Our main finding is
that apart from the usual sequencesof infrared (IR) andultraviolet (UV) renormalons,
which one expectsto be inherited from QCD, the HQET suffers from an additional
seriesof UV renormalons,which are non-Borel-summable.Thus the LagrangianLeff
as it standsdoesnot define a respectabletheory, since it is plaguedby an ultraviolet
renormalonproblemin the sameway as,e.g.,QED [14], albeit for different reasons2.
In otherwords,thehigh momentumregionof internalintegrationsin Feynmandiagrams
renderstheperturbativeexpansionof Green functionssobadly divergentin largeorders
as to obstructtheir unambiguousdefinition beyondperturbationtheory.
At this point it is helpful to keep in mind that despite the sophisticatedterminol-
ogy prevailing the field of large-orderperturbationtheory, the physics reflectedin the
emergenceof renormalonsis usually simple and can be understoodwithout recourse
to the asymptoticsof perturbationtheory. In QED, for instance,the UV renormalons
appearas a disguiseof thegood old Landaughost.Whereasthusthe UV renormalons
are presumablyfatal for QED as a viable theory (unless it becomesembeddedin a
larger nonabeliangroup), this is of coursenot so for the heavy quark limit of QCD,
sincethe leadingeffectiveLagrangian,Eq. (1.1), has to be supplementedby a tower of
nonrenormalizableinteractions,suppressedby inversepowersof the heavy quarkmass,
as well asrenormalizationof their coefficientstaking into accounttheQCD interactions
on scalesabovemQ. It is preciselythis separationof effectson different distancescales
2 Ultraviolet renormalonsappearin QCD aswell, but sincethey are Borel-summablein this case,theyare
usually not consideredasa “problem”.
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into coefficientfunctionsandmatrix elementsthat introducesinfrared renormalonsinto
the coefficientfunctions and ultraviolet renormalonsinto thematrix elementsof com-
positeoperatorsat the sameposition in theBorel plane,sincethevirtual particlesinside
the loops do not respectthe constraintk > mQ, k < mQ, respectively,on their inter-
nal momentum.This phenomenonis well-known from the short-distanceexpansionof
correlationfunctionsin QCD or the 0(N)-nonlinearsigmamodel [15], thoughto our
knowledgeit has neverbeenmadeexplicit in any calculation.However,this observation
aloneis notsufficientto cure theUV renormalondiseasein the HQET. The crucial point
is that the leadingordereffectiveLagrangian,Eq. (1.1), extractsthecorrectdependence
on the heavyquarkmassof the Greenfunctionsin full QCD only after subtractionof
a term that scaleswith mQ (consider,to be definite, the inverseheavyquarkpropagator
as in Ref. [2]). This implies a choice of mQ that coincideswith thepole massof the
heavyquark to all ordersin perturbationtheory, but is arbitrary otherwise.Here the
subtletiesarise.
In a confining theory like QCD the S-matrix elementshaveno poles corresponding
to a physicalquarkand therefore thereis no naturalchoiceof the expansionparameter
mQ. Indeed,the massof the lightestmesoncontainingthe heavy quark flavour would
serve this purposeas well as any otherparameterthat differs from the mesonmass by
an amountexponentiallysmall in thecoupling.This obviousambiguityhasbeenknown
from thevery beginningsof HQET andpromptedtheauthorsof Ref. [161 to introduce
the conceptof a residualmass term, —Smh~h~,to be addedto the Lagrangianof Eq.
(1.1). The residualmass term,beingof orderA, whereA is a characteristiclow energy
scaleof QCD, will enter the expressionsof HQET, onceone leavesthe frameworkof
perturbationtheory. Thepredictionsof HQET mustbeindependentof thechoiceof mQ.
Indeed,it has beenshown [16] that the residualmassterm entersthe matrix elements
of HQET throughthe combinationA — Smonly, wheremp — mQ = A+ O( 1/mQ) is the
differencebetweenthemass mp of the mesonunderconsiderationand the heavyquark
expansionparameterin the infinite mass limit. This combination is clearly invariant
underthe choiceof mQ, thus apparentlyjustifying the choice Sm= 0 implicit in most
workson HQET.This conclusionis incorrect.As will be seenin thesubsequentsections,
thepole massdevelopsan IR renormalon,which, whensubtractedin the construction
of HQET, necessitatesthe inclusionof a residualmass termas a “remnant” of this IR
renormalon.If we insist on a formal expansionin a(mQ) andA/mQ, the residualmass
term must be consideredas ambiguous(and possiblycomplex) and this ambiguity is
requiredto cancelthe UV renormalonin thematrix elementsof operatorsin theHQET.
To expressthis statementin a different way: though A — Sm is invariant under the
choice of mQ, it is not invariantunderthe choice of a summationprescriptionfor the
divergentperturbativeexpansionsin the HQET. We wish to note here that the inherent
ambiguityof the quantity A — Smhas beenconceptuallyrealizedin Ref. [17], where
someof our resultsare anticipated.Theformal statusof A — Smis thus identical to that
of condensatesin the conventionalshort-distanceexpansionof correlation functionsin
QCD.
This analogy may be pursuedfurther. It has been known for a long time that the
computationof dimensionful parameterslike condensatesis a very difficult task for
lattice gaugetheories,due to mixing with lowerdimensionaloperators,which manifests
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itself in powerdivergencesin the lattice spacing,asthe latteris takento zero [18,19].
The power divergencesrequire a nonperturbativeregularizationprocedure,which is
essentiallyequivalentto fixing a specific summationprescription for the perturbative
expansion.This connectspower divergencesin lattice gaugetheory to renormalonsin
the continuumtheory, wherewe might note in additionthat mixing betweenoperators
of different dimension occurs in the continuum precisely through the appearanceof
renormalons.Ourobservationthat A—Sm(andsimilarparametersin higherordersof the
1 /mQ expansion)is ambiguousis thereforecompletelyconsistentwith theobservationof
powerdivergencesin the lattice versionof HQET thathave beenreportedin Ref. [20],
and which turn out to be an obstacleto thedeterminationof HQET matrix elementson
the lattice startingat order 1/mQ.
The study of the asymptoticsof the perturbativeseriesin HQET is a ratherformal
subject,butallows usto drawseveralimmediateconclusionsof practical importance.The
first of them concernsinclusive B-decays,which are receivingmuch attentionpresently.
It has beenshown [21,221that nonperturbativecorrectionsto total inclusive widths can
be studiedusing the operatorproductexpansiontechnique,andare suppressedby two
powersof the largeb-quarkmass.It is widely believedthat 0(1/mb) correctionsto the
total widths are absent,providedthe latter are expressedin terms of the pole b-quark
mass, seeRef. [231 for the clearestpresentationof this conviction.The nonperturbative
I /m~correctionsturn out to be very small in reality, andthis resulthasalreadytriggered
attemptsto determinetheb-quarkpolemassfrom thedataon thetotal decayrates[24].
Our resultsshow that the absenceof 1/mbcorrectionsis illusory. Differentprescriptions
for thesummationof the perturbativeseriesdefining thepole massintroducea principle
uncertaintyin thepredictionsfor the decayrates.The dataon the total inclusivewidths
can not be used to determinethe pole mass,but ratherto define it. This definition is
not worse,but also not betterthan any otherphenomenologicaldefinition, e.g. from the
QCD sumrulesfor theB-mesonsor T family, seeRefs. [25—27].The existingestimates
for thevalueof theb-quarkpolemassfall in therangem~,= 4.55—4.85GeY, indicating
a possibleuncertaintyof the orderof a few hundredMeV. We find very similarvalues
for the intrinsic uncertaintyin the pole mass from our results on the ambiguity in the
summationof the perturbativeseries.
Second,we addressthe QCD sum rule technique [281, which has been used to
obtain quantitativeestimatesfor A andother observablesin HQET (see Ref. [29] for
a review). Our analysis suggeststhat the residual mass term should be included as
an additional phenomenologicalparameter(like the condensates)into the expansion
of correlation functions in the HQET. The effect of this parameteris, however,very
specific. We show that, loosely speaking,the renormalonsassociatedwith the residual
mass term can be “summed up” and result in an ambiguity in the momentumscaleof
the correlationfunction, so that quantitieslike the B-mesondecay constantfB andthe
heavyquark kinetic energy [30] are formally not affected.
The most importantquestion is whether this ambiguity is importantnumerically.
Again, we might appeal to the more familiar situation of the short-distanceexpansion
of correlationfunctionsin QCD, wherethe gluon condensate,e.g.,hasbeendetermined
despiteits ambiguity, observingthat its actual value is “large” in the sensethat the IR
renormalonof perturbationtheorymaybe ignored.It is howeververy importantto recall
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that this can be justifiedonly a posterioriby the very successof the sumrules. There
is no guaranteethat the sameconclusionapplies to the parametersof the heavyquark
expansion.
The further presentationis organizedas follows. In Sect. 2 we find it useful to
recapitulatesome facts on the operatorproductexpansionand IR renormalonsof the
correlation function of light quark currents.This will also allow us to introduce the
basic notionsin dealing with large-orderperturbationtheory that will be neededlater
on. In Sect. 3 we study in detail the perturbativeexpansionof the inversepropagator
of a massive quark in QCD and its matching onto the heavy quark expansion.New
JR andUV renormalonswill be seento emergein this limit. Calculationsto all orders
in perturbationtheoryare performedin an expansionin 1/Nj, with Nf the numberof
light flavours. We move to theconsiderationof the correlation function of heavy—light
currentsin Sect.4, wherethe analyticpropertiesof its Borel transformare obtainedand
discussed.Sect. 5 is devotedto applicationsof our resultsto thepracticeof QCD sum
rule calculationsand in Sect. 6 we presenta summaryandconclusions.
Two appendicesdeal with some more technical issues. In Appendix A we show,
how the renormalizationof the Borel transformproceedsin the leading order of the
l/N~expansion.For simplicity of notations,theexplicit derivationis given for the self-
energyof the heavyquark. In Appendix B we computethe scalartwo-loop integralwith
arbitrary powerof the propagatorof the interchangedscalar.The singularity structure
of this integral is required to obtain the analytic structureof the Borel-transformed
correlationfunction discussedin Sect.4.
2. IR renormalons and the short-distance expansionof light quark current
correlation functions
The best studied (seee.g.Refs. [31,32] for two recentexpositions)andmost trans-
parentquantityto exhibit therelationof the JR asymptoticsof perturbationseriesto the
short-distanceexpansionis providedby the correlationfunction
H,L~(q)= (q~qp— q2g,~p)H(Q2)
=ifd4xet~(0IT{j~(x)j~(0)}I0), Q2 = —q~ (2.1)
of two vectorcurrentsj~(x)= ~(x)y,~q(x) of light, i.e. massless,quarks.It is useful
to recall this relation in detail, sincethe sameconceptswill recur in the more intricate
context of the heavyquark expansion.We hope that the yet inevitablesketchinessof
our presentationdoes notappall the morerigorousmindedreaders.
Let us first focus on the perturbativeexpansionof H(Q2/~a2,a(~u))in the strong
coupling. Onemay easily identify one sourceof divergenceof this expansionin large
orders.To this end,oneinvestigatesthediagramof Fig. 1 with thegluon line dressedby
a chainof fermion, gluonand ghostloops, summationof which is essentiallyequivalent
to placing the running coupling g( k) at the vertices,where k is the momentumwhich
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Fig. 1. Two-loop diagram for the correlationfunctionof vectorcurrents.
flows throughthe gluon line3. Since we are interestedin the contributionfrom soft
gluons, k << Q, afterperformingall other integrations,we expandin k2/Q2 andobtain
(Q2) j~2 (fr~2)~
= ~a(Q)~~ J ~(~)~($oln~), (2.2)
wherem is a natural number, “i” denotesa contributionto the asymptoticbehaviour,
which neednot be the dominantone, and A regularizesthe UV divergenceintroduced
throughtheexpansionin k2/Q2.The first coefficientof the /3-function,/3o~is negative
in our definition. The logarithmic behaviourof the running coupling drives the gluon
line to increasinglysoftermomentum,k Qe~~2m),as n becomeslarge. At the same
time, the logarithmis largein this regime,no matterwhat (fixed!) renormalizationscale
onechooses(we havetaken~.t = Q for convenience).As a result,a factorial divergence
of theperturbativeexpansion
H (~~a(/L)) >Hn (~)a(~r)~l ~ ~ (/3~)~n!a(QY~~1 (2.3)
arises4. We may still makeprogressand definethe Borel transformof H by
fl(~~t) ~ ~. (2.4)
In favourablecircumstances[33], H can be recovereddespite its divergentexpansion
from theintegral representation
This statementis strictly true only in QED. In QCD, dressingof a gluon by a chain of bubblesis not
a gauge-invariantprocedureand one must leavethe framework of bubblesummationto obtain the correct
coefficient f3~in front of the logarithmin Eq. (2.2).
‘~For completeness,we note that a similar, but sign-alternatingdivergenceproportionalto (/3o/m)~n!Is
presentby the samereasoning,appliedto the ultravioletregion,k >> Q.
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/2 /2 \
H ( ~,a(jL) ) = fdtetk1~ft ( ~,t) . (2.5)
I \/J, I
0
However, from Eq. (2.3) one infers that the Borel transformft has (JRrenormalon)
singularitiesat t = —m/$oon theintegrationcontour.ThenaiveBorel summationfails
in QCD and doesnot define H unambiguously.As a measureof this ambiguityone
may takethedifferencebetweenthecontourprescriptionsaboveandunderthereal axis
in the complexBorel plane. Onethen concludesthat within perturbationtheorywe can
accountfor the infrareddomain only up to terms of order
SHIR(Q2) ~ exp~ (b). (2.6)
This deficiencyof perturbationtheoryhas a profoundreason.In the real world, quarks
and gluons are confined into hadronsand one doesnot expect this phenomenonto
occur as a mereconsequenceof summation of the perturbativeseries and analytic
continuationto thephysicalregion. If QCD is to haveany significancefor therealworld,
perturbationtheorymust be incompleteand the JRrenormalonsarejust a reminderthat
nonperturbativeterms must be added. Moreover, the location of singularitieson the
positivereal Borel axis tracesthe order of magnitudeof theseeffects.
In case of correlation functions at deepeuclideanmomentum, the framework for
a systematicincorporationof nonperturbativeeffects is the short-distanceexpansion
(SDE) of the operatorproduct j,
5 (x) j~(0), which leads to the improved expression
[28]
H (~~aCa))—>~p (~)a(~a)fl+l+ CGG (~~a(/L)) ~(0I~GGI0)Ca)
(2.7)
wherethenew input is given by thegluon condensateandits Wilson coefficientfunction
and higher power-suppressedterms involve the vacuumexpectationvalue of higher
dimensionaloperators.Thisrepresentationis supposedto yield an unambiguousanswer
for H, including all nonperturbativeeffects up to terms of order 1/Q
6. How is this
possiblein view of the aboveambiguiti sinherentto theperturbativecontributiondue
to IR renormalons?This questioncanbe answeredfroma formal and a practicalposition
andwe chooseto begin with the first.
The nonperturbativedefinition of condensatesis indeeda delicateproblem.We may
pick a physical cutoff, in which casethe operatora/rrGG can mix with lower dimen-
sional ones,the unit operatorin particular.In order to definethe normal product,one
must subtractthesecontributions,which is an ambiguousproceduredue to the occur-
renceof renormalonsin their seriesin the limit, when thecutoff is removed.To fix an
exponentiallysmall in a termlike (0~a/irGG~0),onemustfirst give a meaningto thedi-
vergentperturbativeexpansionsin lower dimensionaloperators,which may be complex,
dependingon the contourprescriptionfor the singularitiesin their Borel representation.
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Without this specification,we are thus led to the notion of ambiguous(and possibly
complex) condensates5,althoughby no meansthis implies that thecorrelationfunction
H is ambiguous(or complex).To the contrary, this imaginary part is correlatedwith
the summationprescriptionfor the IR renormalon divergencein sucha way, that the
final answerfor H is real andunambiguous.Thereare two messagesto be takenfrom
these considerations:First, perturbationtheory “knows” about nonperturbativeeffects
through the singularitiesof the Borel transformon the positive axis6. Second,once
theseeffects are identified, they yield strongconstraintsfor the natureof the JRrenor-
malon singularities[34—361.Thus, from the absenceof a dimension-twocondensatein
Eq. (2.7) oneexcludesthe existenceof a singularityat t = —l/~8ø,which accordingto
Eq. (2.6) would call for a 1/Q2 term. In addition,the condensates(andthereforetheir
ambiguity) satisfy renormalizationgroupequations,which determinethea dependence
of the ambiguity. This must match the ambiguity in the Borel representationof the
perturbativeseries,thusfixing thenatureof the correspondingsingularity.
We wantto emphasizethat the appearanceof imaginarypartsin exponentiallysmall
componentsaddedto a divergentseries is far more general than the SDE, and is
just an exampleof the so-called Stokes phenomenon[37], which generically arises
in asymptoticexpansionswith fixed-signdivergence.It is importantto realize that the
Stokes discontinuitiesare formal: After proper summationof all terms, one obtains
an analytic function, and, paradoxically,the Stokesdiscontinuitiesoccur, becausethe
function, which is representedby the asymptoticexpansion,is analytic. It is the most
economicwayfor an asymptoticexpansionto keepup with theanalyticityof thefunction
over a finite phaserangeof theexpansionparameter.
Miraculously, theformal complexities,which we havejust reviewed,haveneverbeen
an obstacleto thepracticeof QCD sumrules, where,for instance,thegluon condensate
is addedwith somedefinite valueto a few low-order terms of the perturbativeexpan-
sion. To understandthis better, we observe that, although Eq. (2.7) gives the correct
asymptoticexpansionof H, it is not quite the implementationof Wilson’s operator
productexpansionprogram.This is not designedto separateperturbativeandnonpertur-
bativeeffectsinto coefficientfunctionsand matrix elements,respectively,an intrinsically
ambiguousprocedure.Insteadit disentanglesthe physics on different distancescales.
Thus oneshouldintroducethefactorizationscale
1a < Q properly, i.e. cut out theregion
k < ~afrom themomentumintegrationsin theFeynmandiagramscontributingto theco-
efficient functionsand attributeit to the condensatesas a non-universalpiece. Although
this is extremelyawkward in practice—seeRefs. [38,39] for illustrativeexamples—one
~A beautiful illustration of this phenomenonhasbeen given in Ref. [15] within the 1/N expansionof the
0(N)-nonlinearsigma model. Within this expansiondimensionalregularizationprovidesa nonperturbative
regularizationmethod. Powerdivergencesare then seento appearas polesat dimensionsdependingon the
orderof perturbationtheory. To all orders,they accumulateat d = 4, forcing the limit d —* 4 to be taken
throughthe upperor lower complexd-plane,with a different (and complex) result, dependingon how the
limit is taken.
6 Clearly, perturbationtheory does not know aboutall nonperturbativeeffects. For example,in the finite
masscasea quarkcondensateterm,rn(~q),appearsin Eq. (2.7), which is not seenasa renormalon,because
the operatorqq can not mix with lower dimensionalones,owing to its transformationpropertiesunderchiral
symmetry. We shall checkthis explicitly in Sect.4.
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D~9(u)
= ,a=O ~~ ~
n bubbles
Fig. 2. Definitionof theBorel-transformedgluonpropagator.Renormalizationof thefermion loops is implied.
may guess conceptually,how Eq. (2.7) is modified. The first perturbativecoefficients
are not significantly affected,becausethey arecontributedby internalmomentak Q.
As oneprogressestowardshigherorders,thereis a factorially large contribution from
momentak Qe~,which eventuallyis eliminated by the constraintk > ~.t on the
internal integrations.TheJR renormalonsdisappearfrom all Wilson coefficients.In turn
thecondensatesdevelopa complicateddependenceon a. An asymptoticexpansionin a
reveals theIR renormalonas a perturbativecontributionto, e.g.,thegluon condensate7:
(0I~GGI0)(~a)= c~.t4~ (_~)fl n! ~_2$u/~ a(~t)’~
+c//L4e2b0)a2$h/~~~ (1 + 0(a)) . (2.8)
The whole point of the QCD sum rules relies on the fact that this perturbativecon-
tribution is small comparedto “anomalously”large, genuinenonperturbativeeffects in
the infrared, and can be neglected [40]. From the theorypoint of view this “rule of
discardingthe perturbativepieceof condensates”remainsoneof the mysteriesof QCD.
It could not havebeenguessedin advanceand is justified only by the empirical fact
that the sumruleswork. In particular,it is far from obviousthat the JR renormalonsare
irrelevantoutsidethe contextof the SDE.
Though the existenceof renormalonscanhardly be doubtedon physical grounds,a
literal proof doesnot exist even for the scalar Wt theory in four dimensions8due to
the failure of continuumfield theory in providing a nonperturbativedefinition of the
theory. For this reason,variousforms of 1/N expansionshavebecomethe state-of-the-
artapproachto renormalons.In QED and,for lack of anythingmoreappropriate,alsoin
QCD,onechooses1/Nj as an expansionparameter,whereN~is thenumberof massless
fermions. To organizethis expansion,definea = aNj andexpandin 1/Nj at fixed a.
In order 1/Nj, where the renormalonsappearfirst, one has to calculateall diagrams
with an arbitrarynumberof fermion loopsinsertedinto the gluonline of the two-loop
diagramssuchas in Fig. 1. Sinceall the dependenceon the order in a residesin the
numberof fermion bubbles,the summationof thesediagramscan be takendirectly on
thegluon propagator,seeFig. 2. The (untruncated)sumof n bubblesis given by
The asymptoticbehaviourof the perturbativecontribution is universal.To connectto the formal position.
notethat c’ shouldformally be consideredambiguousandcarriesthe Stokesdiscontinuity.
8 The intrepidreaderis referredto Ref. [411, which comesclosestto a proof.




wherethe Landaugaugehas beenassumedand renormalizationof the fermion bubbles
is alreadyunderstood.Thus
2 al—k2 ‘\
iro(k ) = —~— ~ln—~- +C) (2.10)
with a scheme-dependentfinite renormalizationconstantC. In the MS schemeC =
—5/3. It is then easyto find that the Borel-transformedcorrelation function to order
l/Nf is simply obtainedby replacingthe usualgluon propagatorby
D~(k,u)=~-~D~~(k)~ . (2.11)
We havedefined u —,B~twith t the Borel parameter.This propagatorincludes the
renormalizationof the fermion bubbles,which is equivalentto renormalizationof the
couplingin the exponentof Eq. (2.5). In this order of the flavour expansion,gluonsdo
notcontributeto the /3-functionand/3o = 1 / ( 6ir). Unfortunately,we lost theasymptotic
freedom property and QCD is identical to QED to this order! In particular, the IR
renormalonsmove to the negativereal axis in the Borel plane. Despite its obvious
inadequacyto describethe dynamics of QCD, the 1/Nj expansionhas nonetheless
proven successfulin detectingthe position of renormalons,oncewe substitutefor /3o
its full value /3~= 1/(6ir) — l1/(4i-rNj). Thereasonis of coursethe intimaterelation
of renormalonsto the scaledependenceof the effective coupling. Thus, tracing the
fermionic contributionto the /3-function, we get the remainingpart—i.e. the gluon and
ghostbubblesandwhateverelse is neededto restoregaugeinvariance—forfree. As an
illustration consider the remarkably simple expressionfor the Borel transformof the
correlation function of two vectorcurrentsto order I/Ni [42] ~ (seealso Ref. [43]):
~ (~u) = 3~3Nj(~ec)~ [_ l1u2 ~ (k2 ~~2)2 (2.12)
It exhibits the expectedUV renormalonsat negativeintegers (the singularityat u = 0
mustbe killed by renormalizationor by taking onederivativewith respect to Q2) and
the JRrenormalonsat u = 2,3 As requiredthereis no JR renormalonat u = I, i.e.
= —1//3d, which would correspondto a dimension-2operatorin theSDE, and the JR
renormalonat t = —2/,Bo can be shownto be a simple pole as a consequenceof the
vanishingone-loopanomalousdimensionof the gluon operatora/irGG [32,42]. The
1/Nj expansioncan not detectall singularitiesof the Borel transformthat shouldbe
presentin QCD. Instantonsingularitiesproduceeffectsthat scaleas exp(—4irNj/a) and
will not be seen to any order in 1/Nj. As far as renormalonsare concerned,however,
~Comparedto Ref. [42], thesign in thedefinition of u hasbeenchangedandtheoverallcoefficientadjusted
to the QCD case.
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all presentknowledgesupportsthe assumptionthat the 1/Nj expansionis relevant,
provided we substitute/3~by its full value.
We will employ the 1/Nj expansionin the following sectionsbecauseof its trans-
parencyin displayingdirectly thesingularitiesin theBorel plane,butwishto stressagain
that this expansiondoes notcontainmore informationthan whatcanalreadybe extracted
from an asymptoticexpansionof the Feynman integrandsof the low-orderdiagrams.
Indeed, this is just the way to obtain the coefficient functionsof higher dimensional
operatorsin the SDE.
3. The heavy quark expansion: Matching to all orders
The starting point for HQET, which may be borrowedfrom nonrelativistic QED, is
that theheavyquark spinorsplits into a large and a small component,when the heavy
quarkis almoston-shell.Onethereforeintroducesan effectiveheavyquarkfield
hL,(x) = iiVe1mQ~ Q(x) (3.1)
by projectingon the large componentand removing a phase.v is the four-velocity of
the heavyquark and mQ is usuallyreferredto as the “heavy quarkmass”. In this way
onearrives at the effectiveLagrangianEq. (1.1). The effectivepropagatorreads
1+~ i (32)
2 v.k
and the quark—gluonvertexis —igv,15T~(providedonemultiplies by (1+~I)/2 for each
externalheavyquarkline),which revealsimmediatelytheflavourandspinindependence
of the effectivetheory.
In the following subsectionswe study in detail the heavy quark expansionof the
inversepropagatorin QCD to all orders in perturbationtheory, its matching onto the
HQET, thepole massof theheavyquarkin QCD andtheroleof theexpansionparameter
mQ. As it turns out, the inversepropagatoris not only the simplest,but also the most
instructiveobject to consider.We considerthe theorywith oneheavyandNj massless
quarksandexpandin 1/Nj.
3.1. The self-energyofa heavyquark
Thefull propagatorin the effectivetheorycanbe written as
1+~. -1
iS~(vk) , Seff (vk) uk — .~eff(Vk). (3.3)
The Borel transformof the self-energyis obtainedfrom the diagramdepictedin Fig. 3,
wherethe gluonline representsthesummationover an arbitrary numberof renormalized
fermion bubblesas explainedin Sect. 2. Using Eq. (2.11), we are left with a single
integrationover thegluon momentumwith the result (CF = 4/3)
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k~k
Fig. 3. Diagramfor theBorel transformof the self-energyof a heavyquark in HQET.
~P~
t.ren(VkU) = 4N vk (_~)_2Ue_uc (—6) T(—1+2u)F(1 - u) (3.4)
All calculationshavebeenperformedin dimensionalregularization.It turns out that at
genericu theresult is finite andonecan actuallyput d = 4 as donein Eq. (3.4). The
only renormalizationthat has still to be doneis to account for the overall subtraction
of thewhole diagram.As shown in AppendixA, this simply amountsto subtractingthe
pole of theBorel transformat u = 0 andEq. (3.4) is correctedto
~ . (3.5)
The function R~e
5(u) is entire in the Borel plane, if a renormalizationschemewith
analyticcountertermsis chosen(suchas MS) andcan be neglectedin the discussion
of singularities.More on the issueof schemedependencecan be found in Appendix
A. From the definition of the Bore! transformin Eq. (2.4) onecan read off that the
coefficientp,~of the perturbativeexpansionof theself-energycanberecoveredfrom an
expansionof theBorel transformin u. More precisely,to obtain thecoefficientof a”~~
in the expansionin the coupling,onehas to taken derivativesat u = 0:
pn (~-~)= (/3o)°~!eff(vk,u)~ . (3.6)
du
In particular, the large-n behaviouris dominatedby the poleclosest to the origin u = 0
of the Borel plane. -
Let us now scrutinize the singularitiesof .Seff(Vk,U). We find JR renormalonsat
positive integer u (i.e. t = —n//3o on the positiveBorel axis10) andUV renormalons
at u = 1/2, —1/2,—i, —3/2, —5/2 To ascertainthe UV or JR natureof a given
singularity, oneeither has to inspect the diagramexplicitly or to observethe general
rule thatwheneveru occurswith a positivesign in theargumentof the Gamma-function
in the numeratorof a Bore! transform,it is UV and with a negativesign it is JR. We
are hardly surprisedto find JR renormalonson the positive axis, since the effective
theorymustcoincidewith QCD in the infrared. Thedisturbingnovelty is an ultraviolet
renormalonat positiveu = 1/2,which is notBorel-summableand indicatesan intrinsic
nonperturbativeambiguityof HQET that can not be remediedby any nonperturbative
10 As mentionedpreviously,we always abstractfrom the 1/Nf expansionandrestorethe full /3o, which is
negative.
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effect. The LagrangianEq. (1.1) as it standsmust thereforebeabandonedas a sensible
quantumfield theorybeyondperturbationtheory.
It is easyto clarify theorigin of this UV-renormalon.The first-ordercorrectionto the
self-energyis proportionalto
I (2i)~p2(vp+vk)’ (3.7)
which is linearly divergent.Theemergenceof a linear divergenceat this point is phys-
ically very transparent.A very heavyquark interactswith its environmentonly as a
static,point-like colour source. The self-energyis then simply given by the energy of
the Coulomb field of the source,a(r)/r, which is linearly divergentfor a point-like
object. The divergentpart must be included into the renormalizationof the mass of
the source. As a consequenceof this linear divergence,the seriesof UV renormalons
starts from u = 1/2, extendingto u = —oo, and not from u = 0 to u = —oo, as usual.
Whereasthe standard(dimensional) renormalizationof logarithmic divergencessub-
tracts the pole at u = 0, it doesnot subtractthe linear divergences.This procedureis
legitimateas longas one stays within perturbationtheory, wherea distinction between
powersandlogarithmsis meaningful.Beyondperturbationtheory the linear divergences
can not be ignored. One could therefore think of introducinga physical,dimensionful
cutoff A. Inevitably, one inducesa countertermAh~h~,which can not be absorbedinto
the parametersof theeffectiveLagrangian,Eq. (1.1). This reasoningsuggeststhat the
HQET may be rescuedat the price of introducingan additionalparameterthatappears
as a mass term. Note the similarity with masslesscP4 theory in four dimensions.We
encountera similar kind of fine-tuning, which is very familiar from the scalar theory,
in HQET, where thenatural massof the effectiveheavyquarkis mQ, the UV cutoff of
HQET. This will spoil theheavyquarkexpansion,sincetheLagrangianin Eq. (1.1) has
beenconstructedpreciselyto eliminatethe mQ dependence.To avoid this problemone
must imposea renormalizationcondition on the two-point functionthat fixes themass
to zero,which is automaticallyachievedby dimensionalrenormalization.This doesnot
preventthe appearanceof a mass term beyondperturbationtheoryand, indeed, this is
what occursautomatically,whentheheavyquarklimit is constructedwith an expansion
parameterwhich is well definedbeyondperturbationtheory.
3.2. Renormalonsingularities in thepole mass
To explainour previousassertion,we digress in this subsectionfrom HQET anddeal
with the pole mass in QCD. To this end,considerthe self-energyof a massivequark.
The full propagatoris definedby
iS(p,m)=
—m— .~(p,m)
~(p,m)=m2~~(p2,m) + (j~— m) 2~2(p2,m). (3.8)
The diagramanalogousto the one in Fig. 3 but with a quark of finite massyields the
Borel transforms:
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m,u) = CF (~)-u eUC (_~u F(l — u)F(u) 2F1 (u, 2 + u,3;
41rNj\~ \~ 2,, m
+ CF R~2(u). (3.9)
4rrNj
Herem denotestherenormalizedmass (in the schemespecifiedby C and thefunctions
R~1(u) and R~2(u))at thenormalizationpoint ~aand 2F1 is the hypergeometricfunc-
tion. Let us pausefor a glance at the singularitiesof the self-energy.If the potential
singularpointp
2 = m2 of thehypergeometricfunction is avoided,the UV renormalons
occur atnegativeintegersandthe IR renormalonsat positive integers,just as expected
in QCD from the considerationsof Sect. 2. The JR renormalon at u = 1 is not in
conflict with the short-distanceexpansion,which for the inverse propagatorcontains
gauge-variantoperatorsof dimensiontwo like A,
11,A~,whereA,~is thegluon field.
Next we move to the pole mass,which not only is the key quantity in the derivation
of the HQET, but also has a considerableinterest in itself, as it appearsin many
phenomenologicalapplications.Then it is importantto keepin mind that theconceptof
a pole masshas no natural extensionbeyondperturbationtheory ~ Thus we have to
find the solution to
— m — I(p,m)~2=m2 = 0 (3.10)
pole
in the form of a seriesexpansion
mpole (~~a)=m (~+~r~ (~)an+t) . (3.11)
Keepingin mind that the self-energyis of order i/Nj, we find
mpole = m (i + I1(m~015,m) +0 (b)) . (3.12)
This is still a complicatedimplicit equation for mpole. A crucial simplification arises
from the observationthat mpole = m + 0(1/Nj), which eliminatesmpole from ther.h.s.
to order 1 /N~.Taking theBorel transformof Eq. (3.11) and theexplicit expressionEq.
(3.9) for .S~,we obtain 12
II Theremight still bea pole in thepropagator,when it is definedin a nonperturbativeway. Corresponding
to a colouredobject, it is howeveralien to our world.
12 If a constantterm is present,it is useful to include it into the Borel transform with a 8-function,which
preservestheform of the inverseBorel transform,Eq. (2.5).
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rnpoie(f!, u)
CF ~
4irNj ~u j [‘(3—u) u
(3.13)
The schemedependenceresidingin m cancelsthe schemedependenceof theexpression
in bracketsup to terms of order 1 /N~.,and mpo,e proves to be scheme-invariant,as
it must be. In the MS schemeone finds (following the procedureof Appendix A)
R.~1(u)= —5/2+ 35u/24+0(u
2) and
—/m’\ i’m— \ CF
r~( — ) =m~Xlflpole( ~,u0J = 4+3lny~ (3.14)
,j 4i~Nj
reproducesthe well-known relation betweenthepole massand the MS mass to lowest
order (r
0 is the coefficientof a = aNj).
It is seenimmediatelyfrom Eq. (3.13) that the on-shell limit creatednew singularities
in theBorel transform! The pole masshas an infrared renormalonat u = 1/2, implying
a strongerdivergenceof the series,Eq. (3.11), than for theexpansionof theself-energy
at thenon-singularpointsp
2 ~ m2. Without any reference to HQET, this tells us that the
pole masscan only bedefinedup to terms of orderAQCD, unlesssomead hoc definition
is employed’3.To make this precise,onemay attemptBorel summationand takehalf
thedifferenceof the valuesobtainedfrom thecontourprescriptionaboveandbelowthe
JRrenormalonpole as a measureof the inherentuncertaintyof the pole mass,
1 1 ,j Im
Smpole= — I dt~ ,aCss) fiipole ( —‘ /3
0t J , (3.15)
2.j \,LL I
C,
wherethecontourC’ wrapsaroundthe positiverealaxis with theorigin excluded.This
resultsin




=2NfI/3OIeAQCD (ln~_) , (3.16)
where/3, = —i/(4rrNj)
2 x (102— 38Nj/3) is the secondcoefficientof the/3-function
(for therescaledcouplinga = aNj) andwehaveindicatedtherenormalizationpointex-
plicitly. Note thate~12AQCD is scheme-independent[45,46] andtheremainingscheme
dependenceis suppressedby 1 / ln( m2/4cD). An alternative(but scheme-dependent)
estimateof Smpolecanbe obtainedfrom theminimal term of theperturbativeexpansion
13 Or, to makecontactwith oneof our previousfootnotes:Thepoleofthenonperturbativelydefinedpropagator
canbe obtainedfrom Eq. (3.11) only by addingtermsproportionalto AQCD.
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and differs from the aboveby a factor (4Nj~/3o~a(m)/ir)’/2 0.5. For a numerical
estimatewe use an averageandobtain
ômpole (170280)MeV. (3.17)
The numericalvaluesare given for the bottomquark and four light flavours. We have
variedJIQCD (200— 300) MeV and mb(mb) (4.5—5.3)GeV [44]. We emphasize
that this is a crudenumericalestimatefor threereasons:First, theambiguityof theBorel
sum or the minimal term of the seriescan only give an indication of the size of the
expectednonperturbativeeffects. Second,the numericalcoefficientreceivescorrections
of order I /N~.Third, the 1/Nj expansiondoes not provideus with the correct nature
of the IR renormalonsingularity in general—e.g.,to all ordersin i/Nj oneexpectsthe
pole to turn into a branchpoint. Thereforewe do not control factors of a(mb) on the
r.h.s. of Eq. (3.17), which canproducea substantialchange.Nevertheless,therangeof
valuesquoted in Eq. (3.17) shouldgive theright order-of-magnitudeestimatefor the
ambiguitiesinherentto the conceptof the pole mass. The most important,but maybe
not too surprisingstatement[17], is that this ambiguityis of order AQCDandnot, say,
4cn/m.
There are a number of simple conclusionsto be drawn from the presenceof the
IR renormalonsin the pole masswhich still warrant a discussion.A matter of direct
relevanceis the calculationof total inclusive widths of B-hadrons,which is receiving a
lot of attentionin the literature. Within perturbationtheory the total decaywidths are
given simply by the total widths for the free quarkdecay,expressionsfor which canbe




— F q b,pole
[‘(B •‘ Xqlvi) = (1 +perturbativeseries) . (3.18)
192ir3
The resultof principal interest,which triggered all later discussions,is the observation
[22] that the leadingnonperturbativeeffects in the total widths are expressedin terms
of the expectationvaluesof dimensionfive operatorsof the kinetic energy and the
chromomagneticinteraction,andare down by two powersof theb-quarkmasscompared
to the perturbative contribution. Within the operator product expansion there is no way
to obtain correctionsof order i/mb, and it is widely believed (see, e.g., Ref. [23])
that perturbationtheory is accurateto 1 /m~accuracy for the total widths, provided
the mass parameterwhich factors Eq. (3.18) coincideswith the pole b-quark mass.
Moreover, the I /m~correctionsprove to bequite small. In this situationit is appealing
to try to determinethepole massfrom theexperimentaldataon the total widths, a task
undertakenfor instancein Ref. [24].
Thepresenceof theJRrenormalonin thepolemassinvalidatesthis program.It implies
that theambiguity in theperturbativeseriesdefining thepolemassinevitably inducesan
uncertaintyof order AQcD/mb for the decay widths. The lessonwhich shouldbe learnt
from theoperatorproductexpansionapproachof Ref. [22] is that thedifferencein the
total decay widths of different B-hadronsis a 0( 1/mi) effect, while the questionof
the absolutenormalizationis left open.In fact, onecould hope that the uncertainties
in the summation of the perturbativeseries in Eq. (3.18) compensatesexactly the
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uncertaintiesin the pole mass,renderingtheperturbativepredictionunambiguous(up
to 1 /m~accuracy)when expressedin termsof therunning renormalizedquarkmassat
the scalemb~ This questiondeservesfurther study.
Thus, the dataon the total decay widths can not be used to determinethe pole b-
quarkmass,but rathercanprovideonemoredefinition of it (using thetruncatedseries
in Eq. (3.18)).In this respect,this definition is as good as any otherphenomenological
definition, e.g. coming from the studiesof B-mesonsor mesonsof the T family in the
frameworkof theQCD sum rules [25—27].Theexistingestimatesfor theb-quarkmass
span the range mb = 4.55 — 4.85 GeV, and therehasbeen much debateon which of
thesevalues shouldbe preferred.In view of Eq. (3.17) a differenceof Smpole few
hundredMeV can easily be attributedto the ambiguityof the definition of a quantity,
called“pole mass”,beyondperturbationtheory. Thus, any claim for m,,0,~with better
accuracyshouldbeconsideredas hazardous,unlesstheprecisemeaningof this quantity
is specified.
3.3. Matching and theresidualmassterm
The self-energyof a massivequarkcontainspowersof logarithmsof thetype ln(m
2 —
p2)/m2 (times factors of (m2 — p2)/m2), which are large, when the quark is heavy
and near massshell, p2 — m2 ~ mAQCD. HQET is designedto deal with theselarge
logarithms.To this end,one introducesa factorizationscale~aandwrites
In ~ m = ln ~ —m + In ~. (3.19)
m m/t m
The first logarithmis small nearmassshell, when~u~ AQCD is takenandthemachinery
of renormalizationgroup techniquescanthen be appliedto sumthe largelogarithmsof
the type ln(m/JL). Remarkably,this factorizationcan be achievedfor the Borel trans-
forms,Eq. (3.9), usingan identity that relateshypergeometricfunctionswith argument
z and 1 — z. We obtain
~i(p2,m,u) =
4~e~~3{ (2)~U T(u~(1_)2u)2F1 ~ 1 +u,2u; 1—
+(m
2~p2~(m2_p2~~~2hI







+12(p ,m,u)+ ( —--+R~
1(u)—R~2(u)4irNj \ U
14 V.B. is gratefulto N.G. Uraltsev for a discussionof this point. We understandthat a detailedstudyof this
issuewill bepresentedin Ref. [47], andwe gratefully acknowledgereceivinga preliminary versionof this
paperprior to its publication.
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12(p2,m,u)= CF e_uC (3u)4irNj




m ,/\, mp. J
F(l—u)I’(—i+2u) / p2





In the heavy quark limit I — p
2/m2 AQcD/m (provided m is chosen judiciously, see
below) and the series expansionof the hypergeometricfunction realizes directly the
heavy quark expansion. At each order, expansion of the Borel transformin u produces
two seriescontaininglogarithmsof eitherm2/p.2or (p2 — m2)/(ma) only, thus com-
pleting thefactorizationto all ordersin the heavyquarkexpansionandto all ordersin
perturbationtheory in a (but to leading order in I/Nj). Before we can constructthe
matching explicitly, we have to discuss the choice of the expansion parameter.
In a heavy meson most of its momentump is carried by the heavy quark, thus
write p = mQv + k. Fixing the velocity v of the heavy quark (thereby selecting a
sector in the Hilbert spaceof the effective theory onceand forever), we are still left
with some freedom to choose mQ. We do not want the residual momentum k to scale
with the heavy mass, so intuitively we guess that mQ shouldbe a “physical” mass.In
perturbationtheory, it does not matter, whether we take the pole massor the meson
mass,but if we wantto do better and accountfor termsof order AQcD/mQ consistently,
a precisedefinition of mQmustbegiven. For the time being,we satisfy ourselveswith
the observation,that after this is done,we could expandmQ in a doubleseriesin the
coupling and AQCD/m, wherem is the renormalizedmass,of the form
mQ =m(1+~sna(m)5+1) _~m+O(~~) . (3.21)
This fixes the parameter mQ once and forever and different choices of mQ definedifferent
heavy massexpansions.We call
ôm= C me12 rn))a(m)h’(l + 0(a)) = CAQCDa(m)h(l+ 0(a)) (3.22)
the residual mass term and C, b (b’) are constantsthat dependon the definition of mQ
(in particular, they could be zero) 15 With thesedefinitionsathand,we cancontinueand
expand the self-energies, given in Eq. (3.20), in k/mQ. To be precise,we will consider
15 Taking 8~nto be of order .4QCD anticipatesEq. (3.28). Here it is only important to note that, if dm is
non-zero,it is exponentiallysmall in a.
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the inversepropagator,seeEq. (3.8), sandwichedbetweentwo projectors(1+ ,z5)/2,
and define
~-VSp~(vk,mQ) = ~~~~S_1(p,m) ~ (3.23)




4irNj ~p. j [‘(3—u) u
+vk 6(u)— CF e_U~(2~U F(u)[’(l—2u)
4rrNj ~, \,/L / [‘(3—u)
/ 2vk~\2u F(1—u)T(—i+2u)) CF+~___) (—6) F(2+u) J4irNj~2~
((vk)2 I
‘—1-) (3.24)\ mQ N~j
m?flQ ~ ~thpole ~ +C ~ *~(vk,u) +0 (~21)
Here




‘(vk,u)=vkô(u) — £eff(Vk,U) , (3.25)
and thpole and Ieff havebeendefined in Eqs. (3.13) and (3.5). The “*“ denotesthe
convolutionproduct’6. Finally rn
12 stands for the Borel transformof the seriesin Eq.
(3.21). The residualmass termis exponentiallysmall in thecoupling and thereforenot
seen in the “perturbative” definition of the Borel transform,which we use throughout
this paper.Thereforeincludingpossibleterms of order AQCDfrom thedefinitionof mQ,
werecoverthe inversepropagatorthrough
16 ~ is theBorel transformoff. g and is givenby (J*~)(u) = f~’du’J(u’) . ~(u — u’)
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I 7A2\S~’(vk,mQ,a)=J dte~”°Sp’(vk,mQ,—/3ot)— Sm+0( ) . (3.26)
0 \mQJ
Eq. (3.24) is crucial for understandingthe structureof renormalonsingularitiesin the
heavyquark limit and is worth being discussedin greatdetail. Assumefirst that the
expansionparametermQ equalstherenormalizedmassm, i.e. flz~= mô(u) andôm= 0.
Let uslist thefollowing observations:
(1) In perturbationtheory u shouldbe consideredas infinitesimal and factors like
(m~/p.2)_0turn into a seriesin ln(m~/p.2),when ~ is expanded in u to yield the
perturbativeexpansionof S~’in a. Eq. (3.24) has a very simple structure:The first
two lines scalewith mQ and are given by rnQ — thpoie. The term proportionalto vk has
a factorized form and can be written as the productof a coefficient function C, that
containsall the (logarithmic) dependenceon mQ, and the effective inversepropagator,
which is mQ-independent.These terms appearas a sumand not as a product in Eq.
(3.24),becausewe neglectterms of order l/N~,cf. Eq. (3.25). It is evidentfrom Eq.
(3.20) that this factorizationholdstrue in higherordersin the 1/mQ expansion,where
to order (vk)2/mQ it matchesonto the kinetic andmagneticenergycontribution to the
self-energyof a heavyquark.
(2) The term proportionalto vk is finite at u = 0 as it mustbe for therenormalized
inversepropagator.However, the two terms in curly brackets—correspondingto coeffi-
cient functionandeffectivepropagator’7—havepoles at u = 0 separately.Factorization
has introducedUV divergencesinto coefficientfunctionsandmatrix elements.By sub-
tracting and adding a term (—3)/u + R
105(u) to the expressionin curly brackets as
indicatedin Eq. (3.25), onechoosesa particularfactorizationscheme.As known from
many otherexamplesthereis an arbitrarinessin the separationof contributionsto coeffi-
cient functionsandmatrix elements,which hereis representedby the arbitrary function
R~,5(u). In the languageof HQET, a particularfactorizationschemecorrespondsto a
particularwavefunction renormalizationof the effectiveheavyquarkfield h,.
(3) Consider now Eq. (3.24) at finite u. In this way we probe the asymptotic
behaviourof the perturbativeexpansion(in u or, equivalently,in a) and explore the
nonperturbativeeffects which are seen by the renormalonsingularities.In view of our
previous discussion,we are mainly interestedin the point u = 1/2, but the effect of
factorizationon renormalonsis quite general: it introducesnew infrared renormalons
into the coefficient functions (from [‘(1 — 2u)) and ultraviolet renormalonsinto the
matrix elements(from [‘(—1 +2u)), which are notpresentin the non-expandedinverse
propagator.Thus thesesingularitiesmust canceleach other, just as the singularity at
u = 0 does,and indeedthey do, but thecancellationtakesplaceamongdifferent orders
in the i/mQ expansion.For example,the_JRrenormalonin the pole mass at_u = 1/2
cancelstheUV renormalonat u = 1/2 in S~and similarly, thesingularity in C cancels
an UV renormalonin the matrix elementsin the next order in l/mQ. At u = 3/2 the
17 In a slight abuseof language,we shall refer to the effectivequantitiesthat dependon uk also as~‘matrix
elements”.
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cancellationtakesplaceover threeordersin 1 /mQ. Of course,the pole at u = 1 is not
fully eliminated,sinceit is presentin ~ as mentioned previously.
(4) Factorizationthus affects the structureof renormalonsin a very similar way as
we are usedto in finite ordersof perturbationtheory (a small neighbourhoodof u = 0)
with thedifferencethat thedivergencesarerelatedover differentordersin theexpansion
parametermQ. It is temptingto introducea factorizationschemefor renormalonpoles in
general,just as oneusuallydoesin perturbationtheory,i.e. regardingthe “renormalon”
poleat u = 0 in particular.For instance,thereplacements
CF 4
m~0i~( —, u j —f mpole —, u j + p.
\fL / \~/L ,i 4irNjl—2u
~vk,u)~S~(vk,u)+p. CF 4 (3.27)
4irNj 1 — 2u
will eliminate the divergencecoming from u = 1/2 from the perturbativeexpansions
of the pole massand the effectiveself-energywithout affecting Si’. Technically, this
canbe achievedwithin dimensionalregularizationby subtractionof the polesat d = 3.
However, sucha substitutionmessesup the 1 /mQ expansion,sinceit introducespowers
of the scalep.. In fact, it acts analogouslyto a hardcutoff in the Feynman integrals,
which removesthecontributionto the polemass from the JR regionand from theUV
region to the self-energy.We recognizethat the presentdiscussionof the heavymass
expansionparallelsthe discussionof the short-distancexpansionin Sect. 2 andindeed
the renormalons appear for the very same reason, that, e.g. for the coefficient functions,
diagramswith a large numberof bubblesare dominatedby internalmomentasmaller
than p.. Quantitatively,the crucial difference to the SDE is that the infrared effects
appearat order AQCD/mQ (takep. = mQ) andnot at orderA
4QCD/Q4.
Afte theseremarkson theh avymassexpa sionin general,we are in thepositionto
considerthe constructionof HQET. The effectiveLagrangian,Eq. (1.1),is independent
of mQ and supposedto extract the correct dependenceof the Green functionson mQ
to leading order. From Eq. (3.24) it follows that this purposecannotbe accomplished
with the renormalizedmass as the expansionparameter,but onemustchoosemQ such
that it coincideswith the pole massto all ordersof perturbationtheory,
/m \ (m \
~ =mPoIe~—~u) (3.28)
in order to cancelthe term that scaleswith mQ. This results ~
S~(vk,mQ,u)=C ~ *~(vk,u) ~ (3.29)
18 It is sometimesunderstoodthatthe coefficient function for thepropagatoris unity. This can beachievedby
a particularchoiceof therenormalizationschemein QCD via the function R
52(u), seeEq. (3.24).Clearly,
this requiresa mass-dependentschemewith non-analyticcounterterms(seeAppendix A) andfor this reason
werefrain from performingthis step,whenwe discussthesingularitiesof theBorel transform.It is not strictly
necessaryand will not be importantfor the following.
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The price to pay for the elimination of all terms scaling with mQ in perturbationtheory
is, however, that the renormalon singularity at u = 1/2 is no longercancelled.With ~
of Eq. (3.29) inserted into Eq. (3.26), the Borel integral is no longer well defined up to
u = 1 as it was with the non-expanded inverse propagator (or the choice mQ = m). We
have introduceda spuriousrenorinaloninto the constructionof HQET, which renders
the Borel integral ambiguous by terms of order AQCD! This is not a big surprise, because
the Borel integral for mQ is itself ambiguous by terms of this order, see Eq. (3.28), and
the discussion of the previous subsection. It is now high time to return to the definition
of mQ, Eq. (3.21).
Once we want to use HQETbeyond perturbation theory and includecorrectionsof
order AQCD/mQan unambiguousdefinitionof mQ becomes imperative. Let us therefore
imagine a summation prescription for the divergent expansion in Eq. (3.21) that defines
mQ as a function of a with certain analyticity properties.This fixes the exponentially
small in a terms,which are not seen in the perturbative expansion. We can accomplish
this with Borel summation, if we add a residual mass term ôm of orderJ1QCD as in Eq.
(3.21) and understand that it is formally ambiguous and possibly complex. To explain
this, recall that one must give a prescription for the pole in the Bore! integral at u = 1/2.
The Borel integral will differ whether one chooses to deform the contour into the upper
or lower complex plane and the residual mass term must cancel this ambiguity, if mQ
itself is unambiguous ~ This residual mass term is obligatory and its presencein Eq.
(3.26) cancels precisely the ambiguity from the spurious pole at u = 1/2 in the Borel
sum. In this sense the status of the residual mass term is identical to the status of
thecondensatesin the SDE. Recallthat the ambiguity in thedefinition of condensates
compensates the JR renormalons in the perturbative expansion. It is important that 6m is
not a physical quantity. It is defined as a number only after one has fixed a summation
prescription for the perturbative expansion of the Green functions in HQET (which,
of course, should be done consistently). Apart from this formal analogy, the residual
mass term is very different from condensates in the SDE and certainly can not be
related to condensates in any way. It has no direct dynamical origin, but it is through
this ambiguous residual mass, that HQETremembers that the concept of a “quark on
mass-shell” is not physical, even if the quark is very heavy. The modificationsof the
effective Lagrangian of HQETin the presence of a residual mass term have already
been given in Ref.[ 16]. If we understand the ambiguous nature of 6m, we canin fact
copy all expressions given there. In particular, the leading-order Lagrangian, Eq. (1.1),
has to be modified in the obviousway
L~eff= h~iv. Dh~— 6m~i~h,+ L~1ight. (3.30)
°Thistacitly assumesthat an asymptoticexpansionof in
0 in a can be performedin a sector aroundthe
positivereal a-axisandthatthe fixedsign divergencefor positive a is indeedcorrelatedwith a Stokesdiscon-
tinuity in theexponentiallysuppressedterms.We are far fromprovingsucha statement,which is, however,an
underlyingassumptionin practicallyall works, which relate the asymptoticbehaviourof perturbationseries
to “nonperturbativeterms” and single out the Borel summationand its extensionsto serieswith fixed sign
divergence. It hasbeen verified in model calculations [15], that this gives the correct prescription,but is
conjecturebeyond.
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The appearanceof an ambiguousquantityin the Lagrangianmight seempeculiar.But
this Lagrangian arises as a remnantof QCD. Without fixing a specific summation
prescription for the Green functions in QCD before the constructionof HQET, the
ambiguous residual mass appears in the above Lagrangian to render the Green functions
derived from this Lagrangian unambiguousand invariant under different summation
prescriptions.
To recognizethe implicationsof an ambiguousresidualmass term, defineA as the




By construction,A is well defined, but it inherits the arbitrarinessinherent in the
definition of mQ. It has been shown [16] that the matrix elementsof HQET depend
only on the combination
~=A—6m, (3.32)
which is invariantunderredefinitionsof mQ. It turns out to be an importantquantityfor
the parametrizationof the matrix elementsto order 1 /mQ. For example, it is the only
unknownparametergoverningthe 1 /mQ correctionsto the decaysof a heavy baryon,
where the light quarks are in a spin zero state [48]. We concludefrom our above
analysis that this quantity is theoreticallyambiguousby terms of order AQCD and has
no physical meaningby itself. The “operational”definition, given in Ref. [16],
A — ôm= (0I~(iv.D)Fh~IM(v)) (3.33)
(0~qFh~IM(v))
where M(v)) denotesa mesonstate,q a light quarkfield andF aDirac matrix, is in fact
illusive. The matrix elementis ambiguous.It cannot be directly relatedto any physical
quantity and defining it requiresa nonperturbativeregularization,which can not avoid
the renormalon problem. If A were a physical quantity and could be unambiguously
determined,this would provideus with a uniquenonperturbativedefinition of a heavy
quark mass,mpo,e, throughEq. (3.31) as is indeedwidely maintained(see e.g. Refs.
[23,29]). Unfortunately,this is not so. Thedecay of a Ab baryon [48] may serveas an
illustration.The valueof ~t entersthe form factors of this decayat subleadingorderin
1 /mQ. The leading-orderform factors receiveperturbativecorrectionswith a divergent
seriesexpansionwhich is expectedto have a renormalonat u = 1/2. Theoretically,
correctionsof order AQCD/mQare well definedonly after the choice of a summation
prescriptionfor this series.Unless this is done,A must be ambiguous.Practically, it
might still be usefulto fit a value for A phenomenologicallywhere,again, we appealto
the analogywith the condensatesin the SDE. But therecanbe no rigoroustheoretical
determinationof A, as hasalready beenobservedon physical grounds in Ref. [17],
which in fact has triggeredour more formal investigation.
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4. The correlation function of heavy—light currents in HQET
While thequarkpropagatorhasbeenveryuseful to gainsomeinsight into thestructure
of the heavy quarkexpansionin largeordersof perturbationtheory,it is not a quantityof
particularphysical interest.We devotethis sectionto the studyof theBorel transformof
the correlationfunctionof heavy_lightcurrentsin HQET. Its spectraldensitycontainsa
heavy mesonpole and the short-distanceexpansionof the correlationfunction provides
accessto A and the decayconstantof the mesonthroughthetechniqueof the QCD sum
rules. To be definite, we considerthe perturbativeexpansionto order I/Nj of
H5(w) = if d4xe~~~(0~T{j~(x)js(0)}~0), j5(x) = h~(x)iysq(x). (4.1)
The choice of the Dirac matrix turns outto be unimportant,sincethe pseudoscalarand
vector mesonsare degenerateto leading order in the 1/mQ expansion.The variable
w = vq has the meaningof a frequency,and measuresthe off-shellnessof the heavy
quark,providedthat mQ has beenunambiguouslydefinedas explainedin the previous
section andq is the residualmomentum.We will notconstructthefull matchingto QCD
as for the inversepropagator,which would require the calculationof the corresponding
correlation function in QCD with a massivequark to obtain the coefficient function.
H5(w) is quadraticallydivergentand thecurrentproductneedsanadditionalsubtraction,






TheSDE of thecorrespondingcorrelationfunctionin QCD can berepeatedin HQET
in a two-stepprocedure.First, the momentalarger than mQ are integratedout, which
resultsin a seriesin 1 /mQ of correlationfunctionsof operatorsin the HQET of which
H
5(w) is the first term. Second,the productsof effective operatorsare expandedat
shortdistances,that is AQCD <<w <mQ. The SDE of TI~(w)is given by [49]




+~(gqffGq)(p.) (1+0(a)) +..., (4.3)
wheretheomittedseriesof higherdimensionaloperatorsstartswith four-quarkoperators.
Sincethe heavy—light current acquiresan anomalousdimensionin the effective heavy
quark theory, thetwo-loopperturbativecorrectionis now schemedependentin contrast
to the caseof vectorcurrentsof light quarks,and the aboveresult is given in the MS
scheme.Note also that to leadingorder in the 1/mQ expansionthereis no contribution
from the gluon condensate.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 4. Diagramsfor the Borel transformof the correlationfunction of heavy—lightcurrentsin HQET. The
shadedcircle standsfor an insertion of the current with momentumq, the doubleline denotestheeffective
heavyquark propagator.
As familiar by now, to order i/Nj we are interestedin the contribution from dia-
gramswith an arbitrarynumberof light quark1oopsinsertedinto the gluon line of the
two-loop diagrams.The Borel transformof this classof diagramscanconvenientlybe
computedby inserting the Borel-transformedgluon propagator,Eq. (2.11),seeFig. 4.
The remainderis technical.On the one hand the calculation is far less tediousthan
in the light quark case [42], since the spinor structuresimplifies in the heavyquark
limit. On theother hand,the correlationfunctionhas an anomalousdimensionand one
looses the Ward identity (which holds in QCD to order i/Nj), which ensuredthat
all divergencescancel after one subtractionof the correlation function of light quark
currents.The correlationfunction of the effectiveheavy—light currentsneedsan explicit
renormalizationandwe referagain to AppendixA, wherethe procedureis outlined. It
turns out that only the diagram(c) in Fig. 4 has a pole at u = 0, which is eliminated
in this way. The most difficult part comes from the non-reduciblescalar part of the
diagram (a). The detailsof its computationare given in AppendixB.
The result for the Borel transformof the correlation functionis
D (~~u)=—~6(u)+D(
5) ~ +D(b)
+D(C) ~ +0 (~) (4.4)
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with the separatecontributions(in the Landaugauge)from the threediagramsshown
in Fig. 4 given by (N~= 3, CF = 4/3)
- /w ‘\ CFN~




+ [‘(2 + u) ~+ ~u — 1 — 2u ~ + R(a)(U)
- 1w ~ CFN~ / 2w~2u -uC F(l—u)F(l+2u)
Db ~ U) = 4rr3Nj ~ e ~ (2 — u)F(2 + u) + Rb(U)
- 1w ‘\ CFN, / 2w\_2u —uC [‘(1 —u)F(—1+2u) 3
D(C) I —~uj = I —— e 6 + —




—y)F(2y— l)~ 1 f’(2y—2+n) F(y— l+n)
F(y—l) ~y—l+nf’(3y—2+n) n!
(4.6)
(see Eq. (B.i0)). The R-functions are schemedependentandarbitrary in generalapart
from being non-singularin a neighbourhoodof u = 0. In MS-like schemes,they are
entire and their values at u = 0 can be found to be R(a)(O) = 0, R(b)(0) =
R(~)(0) = 4. A check of our result is providedby the value of the Borel transformat
u = 0 (disregardingthe 6-function), which must reproducethe two-loop perturbative
correctionto D. With the help of the expansionscollectedin AppendixB, we find
D(a)(~0)3{+~_}~ D(b)(_~0)=0~
D(C) (Th0)43N {_~_C_2ln(_~)} , (47)
in agreementwith Eq. (4.3) in the MS scheme(C = —5/3).
We now turn to the discussionof the renormalonsingularitiesin the Borel plane.
A summary of this discussionis presentedin Fig. 5, where the Borel plane for the
correlationfunctionof heavy—lightcurrentsin HQETis comparedwith the situationfor
light quarksin QCD.
infrared renormalons. The JR singularitiesoccur at positive integers starting from
u = 3 and,generically,are doublepoles.Thepoles at u = 1 andu = 2 arepresentin every
singlediagrambutcancel in thesumof all three.In general,acondensateof dimensiond
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Fig. 5. Singularitiesin the Borel planeto order 1/N
7 for (a) the correlationfunctionof vectorcurrentsin
QCD and (b) thecorrelationfunctionof heavy—lightcurrentsin HQET.
in the SDE canberelatedto anJR renormalonat u = d/2.By comparisonwith Eq. (4.3)
wefind that thequarkcondensateand themixed quark—gluoncondensatedo not produce
JR poles in the coefficientfunctionof theunit operator.This is physicallyclear,because
therenormalonsoriginatefrom a soft gluon line in thediagramsof Fig.4. More formally,
the renormalonsare linked to an ambiguity in the definition of the vacuumexpectation
valuesof compositeoperatorsdue to mixing with lower dimensionaloperatorsin the
sensethat the definitionof condensatesin principle requiresa prescriptionfor the sum
of all perturbativeseriesthat appearin lowerdimensionalterms.The operator?jq cannot
mix with any lower dimensionaloperatordue to its different transformationproperties
underchiral symmetry20 andits vacuumexpectationvalueis unambiguouslydetermined
by the pion decayconstant [15] throughthe PCAC relation. The mixed quark—gluon
operatorg~uGqhas no suchprotection,but due to its chiral transformationproperties
mixesonly with qq. Forthis reason,themixed quarkgluon condensateis not seenasan
JR renormalonin theperturbativeexpansion,but shouldbe related to an IR renormalon
in theBorel transformof the coefficientfunction of the chiral condensateat u = 1.
The cancellationof the IR renormalonat u = 2 can be directly attributed to the
absenceof the gluon condensatein the SDE to leading orderof the 1/mQ expansion.
Thus, all JR renormalonsin the correlation function are in completeagreementwith
the SDE. The first singularity at i~ = 3 comesfrom four-quark operatorsnot written
in Eq. (4.3). Since thereare no JR renormalonsat half integers, we concludethat
odd dimensionaloperatorsdo not produceIR poles in the coefficient function of the
unit operator,which is again a consequenceof chiral symmetry. If we assumethat the
equationof motion hasbeenusedto reduceall operatorswith covariantderivatives,then
odd dimensionalgauge-invariantoperatorsmust contain 4k + 2 (k = 0, 1,...) quark
20 Complicationsareboundto arise, if theregularizationbreakschiral symmetry.
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fields and an arbitrary numberof gluon field strengthsand a chiral-invariantoperator
with this numberof quarkfields cannot beconstructed.
Ultraviolet renormalons. In contrastto the light quarkcase,UV renormalonsappear
in the perturbativeexpansionsin HQET at all negativehalf integers for the simple
reason that there is a dimensiononeparameterw available. In addition,one finds a
non-Borel-summableUV renormalonat u = 1/2 on the positive axis, which, in fact,
stemsonly from the diagram(c). Thepole at u = 1/2 in sometermsof D(a) ~S spurious
and dropsout in the full expression.This UV renormalonis a simplepole andcanbe
tracedto theinsertionof the self-energyof the heavyquarkin thediagram(c), which
we haveinvestigatedin detail in Sect. 3, wherethe linear divergenceof theself-energy
has beenidentified as the causeof this pole.Note that thecorrelation function lls(w)
is quadratically divergentand has UV poles at u = 1/2 and u = 1, which havebeen
eliminatedby taking threederivatives.In a similarway theUV renormalonat u = 1/2 is
removedfrom the first derivative8.~eff(Vk)/8(Vk)of theself-energy,but since !eff(Vk)
and not its derivativeis insertedinto the Green functions of HQET, thereis no way
to avoid the UV renormalongeneratedby the linear divergenceof the self-energyto
pervadeto all Greenfunctionsin HQET.
The emergenceof non-summablesingularitieson thepositiveBorel axis signalsthat
perturbationtheory is incompleteandpointstowardseitherinconsistencyof thetheoryor
somenonperturbativephenomenonwhich in a formal languagecuresthe ambiguitiesof
theBorel integral. For theJR renormalonsin HQETthis is providedby thecondensates
just as in QCD and they accountfor the nonperturbativeterms that arisein the SDE of
thecorrelationfunctions.TheUV renormalonat u = 1/2remindsus of a nonperturbative
effect of a very different nature,which cannot be attributedto short distances:HQET
(without a residualmass term) is an effective theory for a heavy on-shell fermion that
doesnot exist in natureandthe bindingenergy of a quarkin a mesonis not a physical
concept.Indeed,we haveseenin Sect. 3 that onemustadd a residualmassterm Smto
the effective Lagrangian,seeEq. (3.30), which we haveomitted in our discussionso
far. Since in the i/Nj expansionSmcountsas 1/Nj, to order 1/Nj theterm
D
8~(~~a(~))= (4.8)
has to be addedto Eq. (4.3), which cancelsthe ambiguityof the Bore! integral for D
due to the UV renormalon.We repeatthat theresidualmassterm is formally of order
AQCD and servestwo purposes: (I) It guaranteesthat the predictionsof HQET are
invariantunderthe choiceof the expansionparametermQ [16], (2) it ensuresthat the
predictionsof HQET are invariantunder the choice of summationprescriptionfor the
UV renorrnalondivergenceof the correlationfunctions in HQET. In this respect,it acts
analogouslyas the condensateterms in Eq. (4.3) with respectto the JR renormalons.
To be precise,onecould agreethat all seriesshouldbe summedby a contourof the
Borel integral throughthe uppercomplex plane,which would fix Smwith an imaginary
part that ensuresreality of the correlation functions and definesa particular mQ. One
canconvinceoneselfthat if this is accomplishedfor the self-energy,then it is automatic
for D, where it is an importantconsistencycheck that the diagrams(a) and (b) do
not producea pole at u = 1/2. Superficially the presenceof a residual mass leadsto
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new terms of order AQCD/w in Eq. (4.3), which can not be avoided becauseof the
divergenceof perturbationseriesandwhich spoil the SDE, whereit is assumedthat all
powercorrectionscan be accountedfor by condensates.We shall show below that the
powercorrectionsdue to the residualmassare organizedin a very particularway and
can effectively be summedup.
Let us first throw a glancebeyondthe i/Nj expansion.Considertheclassof diagrams,
where a secondheavy quark self-energyis insertedinto the heavyquark line of the
diagram(c) of Fig. 4 andwith an arbitrarynumberof fermion loopsin any of thetwo
gluon lines. Apart from factorsthesediagramscan be obtainedby squaringthe series
in a, implied by the diagram (c). The Borel transformis given by the convolution of
diagram(c) with itself anddevelopsanUV renormalonat u = 1/2 and u = 1. Obviously,
this processcan be iteratedand the diagramswith a chainof n self-energiesproducea
Borel transformwith UV polesat all half integersup to n/2, which are of courserelated
to n insertionsof theresidualmass term.Weconclude that to all ordersin perturbation
theory, the UV renormalonsproliferateandspreadover all half-integerson thenegative
and positiveBore! axis. Oppositeto the situationwith light quarkcurrents,wherethe
leadingorderin i/Nj gives a completepictureof therenormalonsin theBorel plane (as
far as we know), seeFig. 5a, the Borel planeof thecorrelation function of heavy—light
currentsin HQET becomesmodified to all ordersin i/Nj. As in QED, thereis a series
of UV renormalonson the positiveaxis, but it must be emphasizedthat their physical
origin is so completelydifferent that the commonnameis hard to justify: In QED, the
UV renormalonsarise from the logarithmic increaseof the effective coupling in the
UV region; in HQET all UV renormalonsare generatedby the linear divergenceof the
heavyquark self-energyand thereis no relation to the effectivecoupling at all.
The effect of a residualmass term on the correlation function has an almosttrivial
structure.To seethis, let us for a momentignore all the complexitiesof the residual
mass term and treat it as a number. Multiple insertionsof Sm into a heavyquarkline
canbe summarizedby implementingSmon the Lagrangianlevel as alreadydonein Eq.




5(w) the correlation function, computedfrom the Lagrangian(1.1) without a
residualmass termandH~( w) thesameobject,computedfrom theLagrangianin Eq.
(3.30). Then
i-IsSm(w) = J1~(w— Sm), (4.10)
i.e. the sole effect of a residualmass of the effective heavy quark is to producea
shift of themomentumscalein the correlationfunction. The validity of Eq. (4.10) is
obviouson physicalgrounds.Recall that w is “measured”from the pointmQ (if p is the
physicalmomentumof themeson,up = mQ+w). Thus different choicesof mQ, leading
to different valuesof Sm,simply shift the “zero point” of the momentumscale.If the
predictionsof HQET are to be invariantunder the choice of mQ, this can only result
in a changeof the argumentof the correlation function. Neverthelessa diagrammatic
proofof Eq. (4.10) might be useful.Let q denotetheresidualmomentumof the heavy
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quark, let w = vq andconsideran arbitrary diagram[‘that contributesto theperturbative
expansionof [I~m(w). Sinceall diagramswith heavyquark 1oopsvanish identically,
the only way the heavyquark can appearin F is as a line that joins the two current
insertionsandemitting an arbitrary numberm — 1 of gluons.Now label the independent
loop momentaof F such that the heavy quark propagatorscarry momentumk1 + q,
= I m and call PJ the remaining1oop momenta.With this assignmentall other
propagatorsare independentof q and the diagramcanbe representedas
F=ffldk~fldp1 (u kiS) xf(k~,p1), (4.11)
wherethe remainingpart 1’ of the diagramis independentof w andSm. Thereforeany
diagramdependsonly on the combinationw — Sm,provingEq. (4.10).
Formally, the residualmasstermis an ambiguousquantityand the termsproportional
to (Sm/w)” ‘-~ (AQcD/wYare presentin Eq. (4.3) to renderEJ~m(w)unambiguous
and well defined.In practice, summationof perturbativeexpansionsis neverperformed,
sinceonly a few low-order terms of the seriesare available.Eq. (4.10) tells us that
neglecting the UV renormalon divergencesin the perturbativeseries can be equally
interpretedas an uncertaintyof order AQCD in themomentumscalew of thecorrelation
function. In this sense,we say that theUV renormalonscan be“summedup” to produce
an ambiguity of scalein theHQET. Indeed,this scaleambiguitycapturesmostconcisely
the physics reflected in theseUV renormalons.Finally, their appearancecan be traced
back to theattemptto split a nonperturbativeresidualmomentumk of order AQCD from
themesonmomentum,attributingtheremainderto the momentumof a “physical”quark.
This is not an infrared safeprocedure,as is clearly visible from theJR renormalonsin
the pole mass.
At this point, comparisonwith the lattice formulation of HQET may help to clarify
themeaningof an ambiguousresidualmass.The discretizedversionof theheavy quark
propagatorhas a linear divergencein the lattice spacing starting from first order in
perturbationtheory [20], which comesfrom thepresenceof a dimensionfulcutoff and
can be absorbedinto a mass renormalization.The asymptoticbehaviourof correlation
functionsat largetimesis proportionalto exp(—At), whereA is themassof the lowest
excitationof the theory (see Eq. (3.31)).The presenceof a linear divergenceleads to
the conclusion [20] that theexponentA is not a physicalquantity. It is_evidentthat the
UV renormalons,theambiguousresidualmassterm (andconsequentlyA, seeSect. 3.3)
andthe scaleambiguityof correlationfunctionsare in fact a reflection in thecontinuum
of oneand the samephenomenonthat hasbeenobserveda long time ago on the lattice.
5. The status of QCD sum rules
The SDE of correlation functions has becomean important tool to determinethe
various nonperturbativeparametersof HQET through the QCD sum rules method. In
the light of our results some of the common lore about the QCD sum rules, when
appliedto HQET, needsto be revised.It is instructiveto traceuncertaintiesinducedby
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the presenceof UV renormalonsin the SDE of correlationfunctions in HQET on some
particularsumrules.We start with thesimplest one,which is for theB-mesoncoupling
in the static limit. An importantresult obtainedfrom this sumrule is an estimateof
the quantityA (or A), a task which hasneverbeenaccomplishedon thelattice for the
reasonsmentionedabove.
In the QCD sum rule approachone takesthe Borel transformof the SDE of the
correlation function with respectto 1/w (not to be confusedwith the Borel transform
with respectto thecoupling,which hasbeendiscussedin theprevioussections),trading
the frequencyw for a new variable,theBorel parameter . This “theoretical” expression
is matchedto the “phenomenological”part of the sum rule, which usesa dispersive
representationof thecorrelationfunctionandsaturationof theimaginarypartby hadronic
states.The Borel transformationservesseveralpurposes,and ensuresthat both higher
condensatecontributionsto the SDE andhigher-masscontributionsto theexpansionof
the imaginary part in hadronstatesare suppressed.The matching is performedin a
certain intermediateregion of the Borel parameter,whereonehopesthat both the SDE
and the hadronexpansionwork reasonablywell. The effect of theUV renormalonson
the sumrule for the B-mesoncoupling (see,e.g., Refs. [49,50]) caneasily be seenby
the useof Eq. (4.10). Indeed,sinceby virtue of the Borel transformation
(5.1)
(Sm—w)~ (n—1)!r”’
the effect of the ambiguity in the scalew transformsto an overall factor exp(—Sm/r)
in front of the “theoretical” sideof the sumrule. Thus, to be concrete,the sumrule for
the correlationfunction H5 in Eq. (4.1) is modified to
f~e~/T = e~m/T{~ fdw w2e~T[ 1 + perturbativeseries]
(5.2)
where fB is the B-meson leptonic decay constantin the static limit (at a low scale
p. = 2r), andw~is the duality interval for the lowest bound state.For simplicity, we
havediscardedtheradiativecorrections,seeRef. [491for the completeexpressionto
two-loop accuracy.
The factor exp(—Sm/r)canbe broughtto the l.h.s. andcombinedwith exp(—A/r)
so that the sumrule dependson the combinationA — Smonly, as expected.Since this
parameteris extractedfrom thesumrule by a fitting procedure,onemay conjecturethat
the effectsof renormalonsare completelyeliminated.As stressedrepeatedlyabove, this
conclusionis wrong. The presenceof UV renonnalonsin theperturbativeserieson the
r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2) indicatesa principalambiguity in its summation,which is expressed
in a shorthandform by the appearanceof the ambiguousresidualmass term. In other
words, if one calculatedthe correctionsto the r.h.s. of the sumrule, Eq. (5.2), from
largeorders in theperturbativeexpansion(using some prescriptionto sum the series,
seeabove,which also fixes Sm to a definite value),the main effect of thesecorrections
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will be a changeof theoutputvalueof A — Smby an amountof order AQCD. Note that
the coupling fB formally is protectedfrom such corrections—theresidueof the pole
in the correlationfunction doesnot depend(formally) on the position of this pole. In
practice,however,the valuesof A— Smand fB extractedfrom thesumrule are strongly
correlated(see e.g. the discussionin Ref. [49]), and an uncertaintyof 100 MeV in
A — Sm inducesan uncertaintyof order 15% for the static decayconstant.
Theobservationthat theeffect of the non-Borel-summableUV renormalonsin HQET
cangenerallybe ascribedto an ambiguousresidualmassterm,allows for a back-on-the-
envelopeestimateof their importancein othersumrules,which havea morecomplicated
structure.As an example,let us considerthesumrule for theheavyquarkkinetic energy,
which is definedby the expectationvalueof the operatorof the nonrelativistickinetic
energy in the mesonstate.In thepresenceof a residualmass termit is given by
K
8m = —(M(v)~h,,(iD — Sm)
2h~~M(v)), (5.3)
wherethe nonrelativisticnormalizationof states(M(v)~M(u))= i is implied21. As A,
this matrix elementis in fact independentof Sm.To derivethe sumrule, oneconsiders
the correlation function
i2 f dx f dye’ ~ (0~j~(x)~~(0)(iD — Sm)2h
0(0)js(y)0)
=TK(w,w’). (5.4)
Assuming,as before, that the effect of ignoring the UV renormalondivergencein large
ordersis equivalentto anambiguityin theexternalmomenta(frequencies)andrepeating
a set of standardstepswe arrive at the sumrule
fnKome_bm)1T =~ fdw w
4e~[1 + perturbativeseries]
+— T (i — e w0/T~ (—GG) — —(gquGq)(p.= 2r) +.... (5.5)
4\ hr 8
Again, for simplicity wehavediscardedtheradiativecorrectionscalculatedin Ref. [30].
In Eq. (5.5) we recognizethe familiar sourceof ambiguity relatedto an uncertainty
in the positionA — Smof the ground state.However,an additionaluncertaintyis present
already in thedefinition of the matrix elementin Eq. (5.3) due to quadraticand linear
UV divergences,cf. Ref. [20]. With respectto quadraticdivergencesit is interestingto
note that thecorrespondingJR renormalonin thepole mass at u = 1 is absent,seeEq.
(3.13). In any case,the sumrule analysis in Ref. [30] has yielded a relatively large
valuefor K, of order 0.6 GeV2, which may indicatethat the kinetic energy hasa large
“genuinelynonperturbative”contribution,not relatedto renormalons,and in this respect
is similar to the gluon condensate.
21 We have changedthe sign in the definition comparedto Ref. [30]. In the conventionalnotation [29]
K = —A
1.
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To summarize,the QCD sum rule approachfacesprecisely the samedifficulties in
defining the observablesof HQET, which havebeenrecognizedin studiesof HQET
on the lattice. However, there is also a difference. In lattice calculationsonedoesnot
distinguishbetweenperturbativeand nonperturbativecontributionsto the correlation
functions. Thus the renormalonproblem is difficult to overcome,see Ref. [20]. In
QCD sum rules one isolatesthe “genuinely nonperturbative”contributions in a few
parameters,the vacuumcondensates,which are determinedfrom phenomenology.In
spite of the fact that such an approachcan not be fully consistenttheoretically—the
condensatescan never be determinedto arbitrary accuracy without running into the
renormalon problem or without the introduction of a “hard” factorization scale—it may
neverthelessbe quite successfulphenomenologically,as it hasbeenin the applicationto
light quarks.A novel featureof the QCD sumrules in HQET is that the ambiguityin
the separationof theperturbativeandnonperturbativecontributionsaffectsnot only the
valuesof condensateson the“theoretical” sideof thesumrule, butalsothequantitiesthat
enterthe “phenomenological”side. In the HQET, the l.h.s. of sumrules like Eq. (5.5)
is only fully definedafter one has dealt with the UV renormalonsin the perturbative
expansionson the r.h.s., thoughin practiceonemight hopeto be as lucky as in QCD,
wheretherenonnalonscanbe ignored,sincethe“true” nonperturbativecontributionsto
theoreticallyambiguousquantitiesturn out to be large. Thus, for the practitioner,the
appearanceof an ambiguousresidualmassof order (100—200) MeV, seeEq. (3.17),
canserve as anerror bar on the determinationof quantitieslike A.
6. Conclusions
The investigationof the asymptoticbehaviourof perturbativeexpansionsin HQET
revealsthat in additionto the JRrenormalondivergence.,which canbe related to con-
densatesin the SDE, the correlationfunctionspossessnon-summableUV renormalons.
TheseUV renormalonsare not related to a Landaughost as familiar from QED, but
ratherindicatea fine-tuningproblemof HQET. The naturalmassof the effectiveheavy
quarkis mQ (andnot zero), a fact that is obscuredby theuseof dimensionalregulariza-
tion, which doesnot introducea dimensionfulparameter,as long as polesat d = 4 only
aresubtracted.The UV renormalonsreflect a lineardivergenceof theself-energyof the
heavyquark, which is seenalready in perturbationtheory, when a dimensionfulcutoff
is employed.The absenceof a dimensionfulquantityin the leadingeffectiveLagrangian
of HQET is fake and if oneattemptsto go beyondperturbationtheory,theresidualmass
arisesnecessarilyas a secondparameterin the Lagrangian.This is moreevident,when
one doesnot considerHQET as a quantumfield theoryin its own right, but embedded
in QCD, whoseheavymasslimit it is supposedto extract.To avoid the UV renormalon
problem,onecannotusethe standarddimensionalrenormalization,whichyields only an
incompletefactorizationof effects on differentdistancescaleson the level of logarithms.
Technically,completefactorizationcan be achievedby a “hard” cutoff, which is very
awkwardfor practical calculations.As an alternative,wehave indicateda factorization
procedurefor renormalons,which on the level of theHQET Lagrangiancorrespondsto
a massterm proportionalto the scalep..
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The fine-tuningproblem of HQET has a very transparentinterpretation,when it is
viewedfrom the perspectiveof full QCD. HQET (to leadingorder in mQ) is a theory
for light quarksin the field of a static colour source.In perturbationtheory, this notion
does not presenta difficulty. Onemay imagine the light quark removedto an infinite
distance from the source and include the energy of the field of the heavy quark into
a renormalizationof its mass. In this way, the pole mass emerges naturally as the
parameterto be used in the heavyquark expansion.Beyond perturbationtheory, this
operationaldefinitionloosesits meaningdue to confinement.Themesonis an indivisible
entity (for QCD) and an unambiguouseparationof an energyof thefield anda binding
energy of the light quark in this field can not be performed. Remarkably, perturbation
theory knows about this problem and reveals it as an JR renormalon in the pole mass.
The position of this renormalon in the Borel plane fixes the inherent ambiguity in the
conceptof a pole mass to be of order AQCD. From their physicalorigin, it is clear that
these IR renormalons are very different from the ones encountered in the SDE and, in
particular, they do not correspondto any condensate.
Nonetheless, the implications of these JR renormalons for the structure of the heavy
mass expansion are very close conceptually to their namesakes in the SDE. First, the
UV renormalons in the correlation functions of HQET reflect in fact one and the
same phenomenon as the JR renormalon in the pole mass. If we assume that the
Green functionsof QCD canbe reconstructedfrom an extended(andpresumablyvery
intricate) Borel summation procedure—a conjecture, of course!— then it is very natural
to remedytheambiguitiesof correlationfunctionsin HQET from the UV singularitiesby
the inclusionof an ambiguousresidualmassinto theLagrangian.This leadsimmediately
to the conclusion that parameters like A (or A, to be precise)are notphysical quantities,
but in fact ambiguous. This is indeed a necessity, because these parameters arise in
power-suppressed (in 1 /mQ) termsof the heavy massexpansion,whose leadingterm
has a divergent perturbative expansion. In this respect the heavy mass expansion is in
completeanalogywith the SDE, where therole of A etc. is played by the condensates,
whosetheoreticallyambiguousstatushas beenrealized a long time ago. In this light
theappearanceof an IR renormalonin the pole massat t = —l/(2,Bo), which is closer
to the origin of theBorel planeand impliesa strongerdivergenceof perturbativeseries
than in theSDE, is very natural, sincel/mQ correctionsare presentin the heavyquark
expansion and are parametrized by A.
Sincethe interpretationof thevariousquantitiesthat appearin asymptoticexpansions
with exponentially small (in the coupling) components such as the SDE or the heavy
quark expansion has caused confusions in the past (see the discussion of this point
in Refs. [15,381), which are merely a problem of language,it might be useful to
recall that thereare two attitudesconcerningthe renormalonproblem,which already
havebeenalludedto in Sect. 2: First, onecan interprettheseexpansionsas asymptotic
expansionsin themathematicalsense22.Thenonefacesthe problemof divergentseries,
their summationand the Stokesdiscontinuitiesin the exponentiallysmall components,
which leadsto the notion of formally ambiguousparameters.Second,onemight follow
Wilson’s operator product expansion literally and introduce a hard factorization scale
22 Assuming, of course, that they are asymptotic to something.
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p.. In this way, the divergence of perturbative expansions is eliminated at the price
of parametersthat dependexplicitly on the scale p.. Both approachesare of course
equivalentin their physical content: The quantitiesin the power-suppressedterms are
not physical in the sensethat they can not be determinedto arbitrary accuracywithout
further specification. In the first approach this is a prescription to sum the divergent
seriesin the leadingterms (a principal valueprescription,for instance),in the second,
quantitieslike A in the heavyquark expansionand the gluon condensatein the SDE
dependpower-like on the factorization scale. Both approachesare also impractical:
Neither can we sum perturbativeexpansionsin view of the few low-order terms that
are generallyavailable,nor can we calculateFeynmandiagramswith an explicit cutoff.
Thus,althoughthesecondapproachlooks much morenaturalto phenomenology,where
one is preparedto fit the unknownquantitiesanyway,one has to rely in both caseson
the hope that “true” nonperturbativecontributionsturn out to be large. If naturelikes
it different,the studyof powercorrectionsis academicanywayand oneshould devote
oneselfto the calculationof thenext unknownorder of perturbationtheory.
We have chosen the first approach in the present paper because of the universality
of the UV renormalonsin HQET. They ariseonly throughthe linear divergenceof the
heavyquarkself-energy.After we include the formally ambiguousmass,we caneasily
trace the effects of the UV renormalonsthroughthe appearanceof the residualmass
term in the matrix elementsandoperatorsof HQET.
The universalityof the phenomenonis also importantto recognizeits phenomeno-
logical consequences.The inclusive B-decay widths are a prime exampleof practical
interest. The ambiguity of order AQCDin the pole mass implies that when parametrized
in termsof thepole mass,the theoreticalpredictionfor the absolutewidths can not be
better than terms of order AQCD/mb.However, the IR renormalonin the leadingterm
is universalfor all B-hadronsandcancelsin the differenceof the widths, which indeed
scalewith the heavyquarkmass as A~CD/m~.
As a secondexample, the statusof the pole mass itself warrants discussion.For
phenomenology,the most importantquestion is how large the intrinsic uncertaintyof
thepolemasscould benumerically.Our estimatefrom thedivergenceof theperturbative
expansionsuggestsvaluesin therangeSmpoIe 170—280 MeV, but this canonly be an
order-of-magnitudeguess.There are variousindicationsfrom phenomenologythat the
actualambiguityis indeedof this order or rathersmaller.All existingphenomenological
analysesof theb-quarkpole mass fall in therange4.55—4.85GeV, a fraction of which
can well be ascribedto an inherent ambiguity of the concept“pole mass”. In this
context,it is interestingto note that the existingcalculationsof thequantityA in HQET
give A = 400—600MeV [49,50] with an uncertaintyof the sameorder as for the pole
mass.Last but not least, it has beenpointedout [51], that a mesonwith a light and an
infinitely heavyquarkmight provide a definition of the constituentquark—oneof the
most mysteriousobjects in QCD. Indeed, the correlation function of two heavy—light
currents,Eq. (4.1), may be rewritten as the vacuumexpectationvalueof the nonlocal
operator[52]
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~0~(x)P exp ig/dux~A~i(ux)q(0)~0)x2_~ exp {_A~] , (6.1)
which gives a naturaldefinition of the propagatorof a constituentquark, so that A may
be interpretedas the constituentquarkmass.The celebratedsuccessesof nonrelativistic
quarkmodels(for light quarks)havenot foundany rationalexplanationsofar, but indi-
cate ratherstronglythat the massof theconstituentquarkis phenomenologicallystable
and of order350 MeV. This falls into therangeof valuesquoted for A to 100—200MeV
accuracy. Combining these estimates from different branches of phenomenology, we
shouldconcludethat there is a lot of indirect evidence,that the differencebetweenthe
hadronmassand thequark pole massin the heavyquarklimit has a large“genuinely”
nonperturbativecontributionandtheuncertaintyof theconceptof thepolemassis likely
to stay within 100—200MeV.
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Appendix A. Renormalization of the Borel transform
In this appendix we prove that renormalizationof the divergenceassociatedwith
the integrationover the gluon momentumamountsto subtractingthe pole term of the
Borel transformat u = 0 plus some finite terms which dependon the renormalization
scheme. As a by-product, we find the anomalous dimension of the heavy quark field to
leadingorderin 1/Nj. The derivation is given for thesimplestcaseof theheavy quark
self-energy,but proceedsalmostidentically for a massivequarkor the vertexfunction.
We start ab initio and computethe regularizedcoefficient of the heavyquark self-
energy in order a”~.We use dimensionalregularizationin d = 4 + 2 dimensions.A
straightforwardcalculationof the diagramof Fig. 6a yields
~ (A.1)
where/30=l/(61r),CF=4/3andG(d,s) isgivenby
/ 1 Y / 2vk\
2s F(—)F(
2+)~ s/C—I
G(d,s)=( — I I —~ I —6
\,4irj \~ p. J F(4+2)
x(—2s)(3+2e) F(—1—2s)F(1+s) (A.2)





Fig. A. 1. (a) Diagramwith n fermion loopscontributingto theself-energyto ordera
1. (b) Counter-diagram
with k bubblesreplacedby counterterms.






G(d,0)=Go(d) = —~(3 + 2) [‘(1 —E)F(2±)
3= —3— 4+ 0(e~),
G(4~s)=(_~e5(5/3~4~ (—6s) [‘(—1— 2s)F(i +s) (A.4)
p. j F(2—s)
YE denotestheEuler—Mascheroniconstant.The limits d —s 4 ands —~0 do notcommute
in the generalcase(althoughthey do for theheavyquarkself-energyconsideredhere).
The diagram in Fig. 6a consistsof two basic renormalizationparts: The fermion
bubble and the diagram itself. The countertermfor a fermion bubble is given by
—,8ø(i/+ finite). We use first the minimal subtractionschemeand commenton
other renormalizationschemeslater. Thus wedo not subtractfinite terms.Takenow the
diagramin Fig. 6b,wherek bubbleshavebeenreplacedby their counterterms.Sincethe
only dependenceon n on ther.h.s.of Eq. (A. 1) originatesfrom the numberof fermion
loops,substituten —~n — k and multiply by (—flo/)k for eachof the k counterterms.
Finally accountfor a combinatoricalfactor n!/ ( k! (n — k)!) accordingto the number
of ways, k bubblescan be picked from the n bubblesavailable. As a result of these
manipulationsa partially renormalizedcoefficient, incorporatingthe renormalizationof
the couplinga, is obtained:
pPart.ren(d) = vkf3~ ~ fl+1_k( k) (‘ (n + 1 — k)e)
= 4N vkf3~~ ~n+l-j ~(_1)k(~)(n + 1— k)~’+0(e).
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(A.5)
The sumoverj is truncatedat n + 1, becausewe are not interestedin terms that vanish,
when e is takento zero.The sumover k canbe taken.It is non-zeroonly for j = 0 and
j = n + 1, a simplification that was first observedin Ref. [53]. Thus
= 4~Nj vk~0 [~~~~God +n!G5~i(4) +0(e)] .
In the next step we account for the subtractionfor the whole diagramand then take
e = 0. It is gratifying that only the finite terms of prt~~l(d)dependon uk/p., as it
mustbe.The renormalizedcoefficientin theMS schemeis then given by
CF ______
p= vk/30 n!G~~1(4)+ g,,+I . (A.7)
4rrNj n+i
It is easy to see that the gn do not diverge factorially, becauseG0(d) is analytic at
d = 4. Finally, we go over to theBorel transformof the renormalizedself-energyand
find
- 00 ~ CF G(4, —u) — G0(4)
Ieff(Vk,U)~_>Pn_ vk +R(u)
n! 4rrNj (—u)
= CF vk (—~)_
2Ue_u(yE_5/3_ln4lT)(_6) [‘(—1 + 2u)F(1 — u) — + R(u)






is an entire function. ä~denotesthe Borel transformof G0 given in Eq. (A.4). As
promised,the renormalizedself-energydiffers from thepartially renormalizedone,ob-
tainedfrom insertion of the Borel-transformedgluon propagator,Eq. (2.11), only by
subtractionof thepole at u = 0 andscheme-dependentfinite terms.
Let us dwell moreon the issueof schemedependence.Eq. (A.8) is easily generalized
to arbitrary minimal subtraction-likeschemessuchas MS.Theseschemeshaveidentical
renormalizationgroup functionsand differ only by a global scalechange.To theorder
of the 1/Nj expansionconsideredhere,thedifferenceresidesin thefinite term C of the
fermion bubble.Observingthat in theMS schemeC = YE — 5/3 — ln4rr, weobtain Eq.
(A.8) in an arbitrary MS-like schemeby thereplacement
e” (YE—5/3—ln4n-) e~ . (A.iO)
The function R(u) is the samefor all MS-like schemes.In principle, the finite renormal-
izationsandthereforeR( u) canbechosenarbitrarily. In momentumsubtractionschemes
thefinite termsare factorially divergentand R(u) is no longer an entirefunction.This
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introducesa divergenceinto the perturbativeexpansionof the renormalizationgroup
functions,which hidespart of the divergenceof theperturbativeseriesin thedefinition
of the renormalizedparametersof thetheory. Forthis reasonthechoiceof suchschemes
is disfavoured,when one considerslarge ordersin perturbationtheory [36]. We will
always assumethat a schemeis chosen,wherethe countertermsare analytic in a near
a = 0, in which casethefunction R(u) is entirein theBorel planeandtherenormalized
parametersare unambiguouslydefinedin terms of the bareparameters.In the general
situation of the self-energyof a massivequark R can also dependon the mass. We
restrictourselvesto mass-independentschemes.
We concludethis appendixwith theanomalousdimensionof the heavyquark field in
MS-like schemes.Thebarefield is relatedto therenormalizedone throughh~°= Z1~2h~.




The anomalousdimensionof thefield is definedby
y(a) p.2~.. = lim/3(e,a)~~-. (A.i2)rIp. e—~0
Recallingf3(e,a) = ca+ f30a




We remindthereaderthat theanomalousdimensionis gaugedependentand theresultis
given in theLandaugauge.However, onemay easily checkthat to order 1/Nj only the
0(a)-coefficient is gaugedependent.As expectedin MS-like schemes,the anomalous
dimensionhas a finite radius of convergencein a. Comparisonwith Eq. (A.9) shows
that the finite renormalizationsin a given schemeare essentiallythe Bore! transformof
the anomalousdimension.
Appendix B. The scalar two-loop integral
The aim of this appendixis to find an expressionfor thescalar integral
(
4~.)d f d”k ddp / 1 \ / 1
S(d,Y) 4(2w)2~6_2YJ (2~ (2~ ~k2) ~
1 ~ ( 1 ~( I (B.1)
~ (k—p)
2) \~vk+wJ ~vp+wJ
with arbitrary complex y, which is suited to extract its analyticity properties.The
prefactor is chosenfor later convenience.The first step is to rewrite this integral in
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coordinatespace and to apply the Gegenbauerpolynomial technique[54]. Following





x I du (__~___U2+2~ ~2_d_n + 1J ‘,~n+Y Y—d—n+2
0
(B.3)




P(d,y) = ) f~~f~t(I -)d2 {(tu)2 +2Y — ~2_d+2Y} . (B.4)





— (d—2—;)F(Y) /duu2~2Y2F1(d_2,l,d_ 1 —y;u), (B.5)
where2F1 is the hypergeometricfunction.Now we do somejuggling with the hyper-
geometricfunctionin order to replacethe hypergeometricfunctionin this equationby
hypergeometricfunctionswith the argumentü. Whenthis is done,part of theu-integrals
canbe done.Further,wenote that 2F1 (1 — y, d — 2 — Y~1 — y; Li) = u
2”’i’ andobtain
1/2
P(d ~) 1 F(d—2+n) —F(d—2—y) Idu (un)2 Y. (B.6)
‘—~3—d+2y+n[’(n+Y+i) I
11=0 0
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wheres 3 — d + y and the seriesdefinition of the3F2 functionis
3F2(a,b,CCt,/3Z)
— 00 F(a+n)F(b+n)F(c+n) [‘(a) [‘(/3) ~ (B8)
— n=0 [‘(a) F(b) F(c) F(a+n) F(/3+n) nL
The series,when appliedto Eq. (B.7), convergesfor y > d — 3 only, which is not yet
sufficient for our purpose.We thereforeuse the identity [55]
3F2(Y+i s, i,s+ y; y+ l,y+ 1+ s;1)
= F(y+ i)F(y+ 1 +s) 3F2(s,2s,s;s+l,2s+y; 1), (B.9)
sF(y+ 1— s)F(2s+y)
which providesa representationthat convergesfor any y, as long as d> 2. The final
answerfor S(d,y) is
S(d,y)= F(d/2 —i)F(d/2 — Y 1) { —[‘(1— s)F(s)2
+2 F(s+y)F(2s) 3F2(s,s,2s;s+i,2s+y; 1)}. (B.iO)
sF(2s+ y)
In four dimensionsS(4, )‘) is meromorphicwith poles at all integers,negativehalf-
integersandy = 1/2. Useful expansionsaboutsomeof the singularitiesin four dimen-
sionsare
S(4,—i/2+S) = _~+o(~), S(4,S) =
S(4,1/2+S) = _~+o(~), S(4,i+S) =
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